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2018 EAGLE’S ACADEMY POWERHOUSE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
13 Respondents
1. How do you view the Powerhouse Class? ( Check all that apply)
15% A class for bad student’s
54% A class where you can share your problems
23% Like a regular class

69%
85%
69%

A class to help you do better in school
A class where you get support/motivation
A class to keep you away from trouble

Other Comments:
- It helps you learn from what you have done.

- It is a good program to be in.

2. What was your life, attitude and behavior like before you came into the Powerhouse?
- My life is okay. I don’t got it all but it’s alright. My attitude has changed
since I have taken the Powerhouse for two years and I had a little courthouse issues.
- The way I am; but I’ve changed a little and trying to go to school.
- Not good. I was facing expulsion and had a lot of write –ups.
- Regular
- My attitude was bad and my behavior was bad before I came to the Powerhouse.
- I was making poor decisions and getting involved with the wrong people
and not thinking.
.
- Bad attitude, used to sell drugs, smoke weed daily, and carry guns
but the Powerhouse changed that.
- I was always following people and being in the girls faces, and fighting too.
- I mean it’s the same because I don’t do anything
- I was a bad kid, bad grades and now I am passing.

3. What about you has improved because of the Powerhouse? (Check all that apply)
_____54%___ Attitude (How I feel about myself)
____ 23%___ _Reading Skills
_____85%____Behavior
____ 38%____ Willingness/desire to come to school
_____46%___ Skills to help me stay & complete high school ___ 62%_ ___Ability to evaluate & make better choices
_____38%__ New Friendships
____46%_____Life Skills
____ 54%____Grades
____54%_____Motivational Skills
____ 54%____Better Relationship with parent(s)
____38%_____Ability to interact or relate with
___ _ 85%____Behavior in class
people from different walks of life
____ 54%____Ability to deal with difficult teachers/administrators
Other Comments: None
4. How did you feel about yourself before coming into the Powerhouse? (Check only one)
___15%___Not good
___62%___ Aw’ight
__23%___Real good
5. How do you feel about yourself NOW after coming into the Powerhouse? (Check only one)
__7%___ Not good
__31%___ Aw’ight
__62%___Real good
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6. What behaviors have changed for the better since you came into the Powerhouse? (Check all that apply)
___31%__ Frequency of selling drugs
____7%____Frequency of using drugs
___-- ___ Frequency of using alcohol
_ __15%___Frequency of having sex
___15% Frequency of unprotected sex
____15%__ Frequency of several different sex partners
___7%___ Frequency of smoking cigarettes
___ 38%___ Frequency of violent/angry behavior
___--____ Frequency of theft
___ 7%_ __Frequency of being locked up
___62%__ Frequency of getting into trouble
___ 38%__ Frequency of fights
___15%___Frequency of attending church
__ 54%___ Frequency of getting written up
___38%___Frequency of going to the Box/ISS
__ 31%___ Frequency “Going off” on teachers/staff
___46%__ Frequency of coming to school
__ 15%___ Frequency of ‘cutting’ class

7. Before you came into the Powerhouse did you see yourself finishing high school with a diploma? (Check one)
__62%___Yes
__7%____No
___31%___Unsure

8. After coming to the Powerhouse do you now see yourself finishing high school with a Diploma? (Check only one)
__69%___Yes
___--____No
__ 31%___ Unsure

9. On a scale of 1 to 5, how big of a difference has each of the Program components made in your life?
(1) didn’t make (2) kind of made
(3) made a small
(4) made a big (5) made a great
a difference
a difference
difference
difference
difference
1
Boardroom
Sessions

--

Boardroom
Discussions
/Debates
Movies

15%

Boardroom
Setup

-23%

2

3

15%

23%

15%

46%

One-on-One
Conversations

7%

15%

15%

46%

Quotes
Learned

15%

23%

31%

7%

38%

15%

7%

38%

Articles
Read
Accomplishment
Card

15%

4
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1

3
38%

4
7%

5
38%

15%

31%

--

38%

7%

23%

31%

23%

15%

23%

7%

38%

7%

23%

--

2
15%

10. What is one lesson or quote that you have learned from the Powerhouse that you will apply to your life?
- The Bag Chart.
- Be willing to take a risk.
- “We are men and not kids.”
- “When you know better you do better.”
- “Boys play men get the job done.” (2 responses)
- “Work hard play hard but don’t confuse the two.
- “You can’t fix, what you will not face.”(2 responses)
- “Good choices plus good consequences equals a good life.”
- You are going to work all your life until you retire.
- “A person who knows where he is going has no need to deny
where he has been.”
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11. On a scale from 1 to 5, how important were each of the sessions to you?
(1) N/A (2) not important (3) somewhat important (4) very important (5) extremely important
1

2

3

4

5

Bag Chart

--

15%

31%

23%

23%

Manhood
Sessions

--

15%

23%

54%

7%

Films

15%

7%

31%

7%

38%

Becoming a
Chameleon

23%

--

31%

15%

31%

1
Sessions on
Sexuality
Sessions on
Making
Choices
Genesis/
Revelation
Discussion
Boardroom
Discussions

15%

2
--

3
15%

4
23%

5
46%

15%

--

15%

7%

62%

7%

--

15%

31%

46%

7%

--

7%

15%

69%

12. How did you feel about having to come to the Powerhouse? (Check only one)
___ _____54%_____I liked coming to the Powerhouse
________ 31%____ I really liked coming to the Powerhouse
________ 15%____ I did not like coming to the Powerhouse
13. What do you feel your academics and behavior would be like if you had not been enrolled in the Powerhouse?
- Not good.
- I would have been a dropout or locked up.
- I think it would be the same.
- Bad (3 responses)
- I would be in a hard place.
- Still getting in trouble.

- I think I still would have been in trouble mostly and maybe in jail.
- I feel like I would be some where on the streets.
- I feel like I would be the same.
- Good. My grades were the same but the behavior has improved.
- I wouldn’t have made it through this year at Barr St.
- It would be bad if (because) I didn’t care.

14. Now that you have experienced the Powerhouse program how do you feel about coming to the Powerhouse?
_____55%___I like coming to the Powerhouse
_____38%___I really like coming to the Powerhouse
_____7%____I do not like coming to the Powerhouse
15. Have you started reading more now that you have been in the Powerhouse? Check all that apply
If yes, what are you reading more.
____42%___Yes ___58%____No
__60%___books

__60%___magazines

__40%___newspaper(s) __20%___Bible

16. Would you recommend the Powerhouse class to someone else?
__92%___Yes
______8%____ No
Why or why not?
- Yes, because it can help them like it helped me.
- Yes, for people who have a short temper.
- Yes, I would because it helps them change and do better.
- Yes, so they can get their life back on track.
- Yes, because the Powerhouse can change your life and help you to build
skills to be ready for the real world. (2 responses)
- Yes, I would because it opened my mind to various things.
- Yes, only to the people who need it.
- Yes, because teens should learn more about life.
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17. Do you see yourself making better choices now? (Check only one)
__92%___Yes

_____--______No

_____8%______Unsure

18. Before you enrolled in the Powerhouse how did you feel about being in school? (Check only one)
_____23%__Hated School
_____46%______School was OK ____31%_____Didn’t matter one way or the other

19. After completing the Powerhouse program how do you feel about school?
____--____ Hate School
____69%______ School is OK
____31%_____Doesn’t matter one way or the other
20. What did you like best about the Powerhouse?
- The help and the talks we have in the Powerhouse.
- Movies and food. (3 responses)
- I liked how we had discussion about what goes on in class and try to do things.
- Inspiring—The debates—Everything.
- It teaches you how to be a man.
- The teachers.
- Respect that was shown to everyone.
- We could have more opportunities in life.
21. What did you like least about the Powerhouse?
- Having to stop and talk to those who don’t care about the Powerhouse.
- Nothing (2 responses)
- The policies.
- The fact that when new people came in we had to go all the way back to square one.
- The Boardroom.
- The time we watched “A War for Your Soul.”
- That we don’t get right to the subject and “keep the main thing the main thing.”
- I have not been in here that long so I don’t know.
22. How would you rate your Instructor’s? (Check only one)
__77%___ Outstanding __15%___They were alright

__8%___Good __--____Not Good

23. Go The Extra Mile……Tell us something else about this class that you would like for us or the administrators to
know….
- A little less talking and more work.
- That my life would be the same.
- Keep up the good work.
- The movies are good.
- That it is good for the community.
- I like how we do things together and learn how to be a team.
- I mean it’s good for the kids because it teaches them to stay out of trouble.
- That this class changed my life in a good way and I tell other people to
check it out.
- I liked this program a lot and I think it would be beneficial for both the
company and the kids.
- That this class is good and then we talk about being a man and then we
say “A man that don’t work, don’t eat.”
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24. How would you rate the quality of instruction you have received while at Eastside Academy? (Check only one)
__31%___ Not good __38%___Aw’ight

__31%___Real good

-The instructors at Eastside Academy are incompetent and unprofessional.
25. How would you rate the instruction and teaching style at Eastside compared to your regular school? (Check only
one)
__31%___I don’t like it
__31%___It’s ok
__---___ It’s no different from my regular school
__15%___I like it
__23%___I like it better than my regular school
26. The teachers at Eastside (not including the Powerhouse Instructors) care about me? (Check only one)
__46%___I agree
__8%___I disagree
__15%___I strongly agree
__31%___I strongly disagree
27. The teachers and staff care about me understanding and getting the material they teach? (Check only one)
__46%___I agree
__15%___I disagree
__15%___I strongly agree
___24%__I strongly disagree
28. The Principal (Dr. Linton) cares about me understanding and getting the material and being successful?
(Check only one)
__38%___I agree
__8%___I disagree
__46%___I strongly agree
__8%__ I strongly disagree
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For More Information Contact:
Rev. AnThony Pelham
P.O. Box 2787
Lancaster, SC 29721
(803) 286-0215
reverendp@comporium.net
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